Two anniversaries meet!
Invitation to the 25th International large caliber shooting on

20.10.2018
in 56428 Dernbach near Montabaur
In its 50th anniversary year,
the Rifle Company Dernbach 1968 e.V. invites you
to its traditional international large caliber shooting.
Start: 10:00 am, end: around 5:00 pm with award ceremony
Shooting times: 10:00 am - 4:30 pm
Weapons:

Classes:

All Ordonance rifles up to 1945 from cal. 6,5mm. Only
original sights, no optics allowed, also not engraver and
shooting belt. No special shooting clothes. Shooting
glasses are required!
1. Self-loading and multi-loaders are to be used as a
single loader.
2. especially for the 50th anniversary, cup shooting with
self-loading rifles up to year 1945 from cal. 6,5mm, are
allowed e.g. :
Simonov AWS-36 (Soviet Union, 1936),
M1 Garand (USA, 1936),
Tokarev SWT-40 (Soviet Union, 1940),
Rifle 41 (German Reich, 1941),
Johnson M1941 (rifle) (USA, 1941),
Ljungman AG-42 (Sweden, 1942),
M1 Carbine (USA, 1942),
Rifle 43 (German Reich, 1943),
Type 4 rifle copy of M1 Garand (Japan, 1944),
VG 1-5 (German Reich, 1945)

Shooting conditions:
5 shots on DSB pistol target, painted, distance 50m
entry fee: 4,00 € per target, re-purchase is possible;
if 5 targets are purchased at once, the 6th target is free.
Every shooter is obliged to provide proof of insurance.
Every shooter is liable for his shot! The organizer
reserves the right to exclude liability.
Contact person & preregistration shooting times:
Michael Schmidt, Tel. 00492623 / 9214635
Prices: Individual classification per class,
class 1
1st place 75, - €
2nd place 50, - €
3rd place 25, - €
from 3rd place attractive prizes for free choice while stocks last!
Individual classification per class, class 2
1. Cup and ammunition worth 100, - €
2. Cup and ammunition worth 75, - €
3. Cup and ammunition worth 50, - €

For participants who are no longer present at the award ceremony, the
profit will be deposited for 3 months and will be awarded again in the
event of non-pickup at subsequent competitions. Each shooter
acknowledges with his message the tender in all points. We look
forward to your visit and wish "good shot" and a successful
competition! Do you have friends or acquaintances who would like to
shoot, so these are also welcome and always welcome. Our club
weapons (K98 & M96) are available. Our kitchen team will be back with
tasty and inexpensive snacks, dishes and venison specialties for your
well-being!

